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Could
quality
of care
change?

“Look at what Mission has done for
this community over the last hundred
years. They have done a good job of
getting the level of care to what it is
today, and we want it to stay there.
We’ve been spoiled. We have great
medical care today.”
Al Whitesides

Buncombe County

commissioner

HCA’s potential purchase
of Mission sparks concern
Mark Barrett Asheville Citizen Times
USA TODAY NETWORK

ASHEVILLE – Retiree Bruce Kutt has
been treated at Mission Hospital and in an
HCA Healthcare hospital in Florida. He has
no doubt which he prefers.
“I love Mission. They are absolutely beyond comparison as far as I’m concerned,”
said Kutt, who lives part time in Macon
County and part time in Florida. “I’ve had
major surgeries with them, and I’ve had
nothing but the best of care.”
He described the prospect of health care
titan HCA taking over Mission as scary.
“I know what’s coming,” Kutt said. “I
don’t think it’s going to be the best thing for
the general public.”
It is difficult to say with certainty
whether Mission’s quality of services will
suffer once HCA is in charge — but there is
cause for concern.
On average, the federal government’s
rating system for hospitals says the quality
of care given at Mission hospitals is higher
than at those run by HCA. But, the ratings
See QUALITY, Page 5A
Local residents are worried Mission
Hospital’s quality of care, federally
ranked higher than HCA Healthcare’s
hospitals, will decline if bought by HCA.
MATT BURKHARTT/CITIZEN TIMES

WNC charitable giving continues despite tax law
Mark Barrett Asheville Citizen Times
USA TODAY NETWORK

ASHEVILLE – A change in federal law that removed
an incentive for charitable giving for many taxpayers
does not appear to be making a big dent in contributions to local nonprofits.
At Meals on Wheels of Asheville & Buncombe
County, director of development Debbie Sprouse said
some donors are aware of the change that means many

taxpayers can no longer deduct contributions on their
tax form. But, she said, figures so far do not indicate a
major shift in giving.
“I have had a few donors express concern, but not
anything overwhelming,” she said Friday. “I feel like we
are on target to receive similar donations. I’m not seeing a significant impact.”
Leaders at five other nonprofits in the area made
similar comments Thursday and Friday.
But, the head of one agency said it has seen a
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When it comes to budget battles,
U.S. has seen this fight before. 1B

decline in donations because of the new law, and officials at another said it is too soon to tell whether it will
make a difference.
That generally upbeat news was especially welcome at agencies that help those of limited means.
Some nonprofits indicate they are seeing little or no
improvement in the situation of those in or near poverty.
See GIVING, Page 4A
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are considered an imperfect, blunt instrument in the industry.
The federal Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services uses data on patient
outcomes and other factors to award
overall ratings of one to five stars to hospitals as part of its Hospital Compare
program, with five being the best.
Mission Health’s six hospitals in
Western North Carolina scored an average of 4.33 stars. The average for HCA’s
much larger system was 2.73 — below
the national average for all hospitals of
3.15.
Nashville-based HCA owns 178 hospitals. The federal government rated all
but five.
The ratings look at 57 measures of
performance, ranging from the death
rate for heart attack patients to how often people receiving a knee or hip replacement had to be readmitted to how
long patients waited for emergency
room care.
The proposed agreement whereby
for-profit HCA would buy nonprofit
Mission for about $1.5 billion contains
provisions requiring HCA keep certain
facilities and provide specific services.
HCA, for example, will have to operate emergency rooms at the five rural
hospitals in the Mission Health system
for at least 10 years. The list of services
HCA must continue at Mission Hospital
in Asheville covers about three-quarters
of a page and includes psychiatric care,
various cardiac services, labor and delivery and 17 different types of surgeries.
Little in the agreement speaks directly to the quality of those services.
Mission’s Rowena Buffett-Timms,
senior vice president for government
and community relations, said she does
not expect a decline in care should
North Carolina approve Mission’s sale
to HCA.
The two institutions “are both highquality, sophisticated and continually
improving health systems,” she said.
“Our strengths are highly complementary to one another and we look forward
to learning, growing and setting new national benchmarks together.”
Mission and HCA announced in
March they had come to an agreement
in principle for HCA to buy Mission. The
two sides signed a deal in August.
Because Mission is a nonprofit, state
Attorney General Josh Stein must approve the deal to ensure it is fair to the
public whose patronage and donations
helped build Mission.
Stein has yet to say whether he will
challenge the deal in court or let it go
through. He told the Citizen Times Dec.
4 he has concerns over provisions to
continue certain services, particularly
those in rural areas.
Stein said he also wants to look more
closely at the proposed $1.5 billion sale
price and at whether the board of the
foundation that would manage and
make grants from the sale is truly representative of Western North Carolina.

Will HCA measure up?
In the view of some, accolades Mission Health has won over the years and
favorable reviews it gets from some in
the community now mean HCA would
have a tough act to follow.
During a joint meeting of Buncombe
County commissioners, Asheville City
Council members and Mission officials
in October, Commissioner Al Whitesides asked that HCA officials give him
and other local officials assurances the
quality of care at Mission will stay high.
That has yet to happen, Whitesides
said.
“Nobody in the community has met
with anybody from HCA,” he said.
Whitesides said he does not know
what to expect from HCA, but he has a
favorable view of what he called “excellent care” he and family members have
received at Mission.

Mission Hospital in Asheville received a five-star rating from the federal
government. Local residents wonder whether that will happen if it is sold to HCA
Healthcare. CITIZEN TIMES FILE PHOTO

against the federal ratings in particular,
and the government has delayed releasing new ratings in response to criticism.
Buffett-Timms pointed to some of
those problems in response to questions from the Citizen Times, saying,
“there has been much controversy over
these ‘ratings,’ and while directionally
accurate and an important ... first step
in pushing all hospitals to improve,
these ratings are subject to many influences.”
“Mission is proud of its (Hospital
Compare) ratings, but recognizes that
there is so much more to the story,” Buffett-Timms said.
Mission Hospital in Asheville performed well on some Hospital Compare
measures of heart care and waiting time
in the emergency room for people with
broken bones.
Buffett-Timms touts the IBM Watson
Health ratings put out by the IT company. Mission Health was rated one of the
top 15 health systems by Watson in six of
the past seven years. No HCA institutions appeared on that list this year.
Three HCA hospitals made IBM’s list
of the top 100 hospitals in the country,
she said. However, HCA hospitals make
up about 6 percent of the pool of hospitals IBM evaluated.
HCA spokesman Ed Fishbough said
the company’s hospitals have performed well on other measures of quality.
The nonprofit Leapfrog Group, which
measures hospital safety, gave 78 percent of HCA hospitals an A or B, compared to 56 percent of all hospitals in the
United States, Fishbough said.
And HCA hospitals finished in the top
25 percent of hospitals on the Hospital
Compare core measures of quality for
inpatient care, he said.
The company’s scale and involvement in research allows it to “develop
best practices in medicine and support
continual learning and better patient
outcomes,” he said. HCA “is a leader in
large-scale improvement research, having conducted studies that have been
published in leading journals like the
New England Journal of Medicine and
identified benchmark clinical protocols
that reduce deadly infections, improve
obstetrical care and save lives.”

“Look at what Mission has done for
this community over the last hundred
years. They have done a good job of getting the level of care to what it is today,
and we want it to stay there,” Whitesides said. “We’ve been spoiled. We
have great medical care today.”
Supporters of the deal often cite
benefits they expect from grants Dogwood Health Trust will make in 18 WNC
counties, using investment income
from the roughly $1.5 billion HCA would
pay for Mission.
North Asheville resident Kerry Levin
says he doubts the good a foundation
would do will outweigh any drop in
quality of care that could come from a
sale to HCA.
“They’re out to make money, and that
sometimes gets in the way of taking care
of the clients,” he said.
Levin said his experiences with
treatment at Mission have been positive
and he is concerned by what he has read
about allegations of unethical conduct
at HCA hospitals.
HCA was investigated for Medicare
fraud and related issues in the late 1990s
and early 2000s and paid the federal
government $1.7 billion in the case.
The company has undergone
changes in management and ownership
since then.
The New York Times reported in 2012
that the company had manipulated the
way it billed the government and private
insurers for services to get larger reimbursements and that there was a pattern of physicians at some HCA hospitals in Florida performing unnecessary
heart surgeries.
HCA denied any wrongdoing in response to the Times’ reporting. It has
noted it was named in February as one
of the world’s most ethical companies,
the ninth consecutive year it won that
award.
Mission said earlier this year on its
website advocating approval of the sale,
missionhealthforward.org, that it evaluated HCA as a potential purchaser “as
it is today” and liked what it saw.
Mission President and CEO Dr. Ron
Paulus has said the profit motive will

Hospital star ratings

Measuring quality at hospitals has
become a major focus for government,
nonprofits and for-profit companies
over the past few years, but there is no
one yardstick universally accepted as
the best.
Some sources of ratings only release
information on the highest-ranking
hospitals, making it difficult to gauge
the overall level of quality at multi-hospital groups like Mission Health or HCA.
Hospital groups have pushed back

Paulus told a local business group in
May that under HCA, what’s now Mission will still have “the exact same people and exact same doctors and exact
same nurses providing all the care.”
What will be different will be the efficiency of back office functions like billing and purchasing, he said.
The sale agreement describes the
types of services that will be available at
Mission Hospital in Asheville and the
other institutions that are part of Mission Health. It generally does not speak
to how well or poorly those services will
be operated.
Buffett-Timms said people served by
Mission Health will have to trust that
system leaders made a good choice
when they agreed to the sale to HCA.
Mission leaders argue that without a
sale, the system would eventually have
to cut services because of its heavy reliance on payments for care from Medicare and Medicaid that do not always
cover the actual cost of care.
In remarks to local government leaders in June, Paulus noted that Mission’s
Angel Medical Center in Franklin
stopped delivering babies in 2017 and
suggested more decisions like that
would follow if the HCA deal does not go
through.
“I have a whole list of things that I’d
have to change if we’re going to remain
independent,” he said.
Buffett-Timms said the system’s
board “worked diligently to ensure that
the very best path was selected for
western North Carolina and to make
certain that our community continued
to have access to high quality, effective
and compassionate care for generations
to come.”

cluded a series of well received documentaries including “Sister Wendy’s
Odyssey” and “Sister Wendy’s Grand
Tour.” The BBC said it commissioned
Beckett in 1991 to host a TV documentary on the National Gallery in London.
She stood in front of the paintings
dressed in a black nun’s habit and discussed the paintings without a script or
teleprompter.
Richard Overton, 112, the nation’s
oldest World War II veteran who was
also believed to be the oldest living man
in the U.S., died Thursday in Texas.
Overton was in his 30s when he volunteered for the Army and was at Pearl
Harbor just after the Japanese attack in
1941. He once said that one secret to his
long life was smoking cigars and drinking whiskey, which he often was found

doing on the porch of his Austin home.
Overton was born in 1906 near Austin
and served in the all-black 1887th Engineer Aviation Battalion. In 2013, thenPresident Barack Obama honored Overton at a Veterans Day ceremony at Arlington National Cemetery.
Amoz Oz, 79, one of Israel’s most
widely acclaimed writers and a pre-eminent voice in its embattled peace movement, died Friday after a battle with
cancer. Oz was known around the world
for his dozens of novels, essays and
prose about life in Israel, including a
well-received memoir, “A Tale of Love
and Darkness.” He won some of the literary world’s most prestigious honors,
including the Goethe Prize and the
French Knight’s Cross of the Legion
D’Honneur, received honorary doctor-

ates and was a perennial candidate for
the Nobel Prize in literature.
Nancy Grace Roman, 93, the first
woman to hold an executive position at
NASA and who helped with development of the Hubble Space Telescope,
died on Christmas Day after a prolonged
illness. The NASA webpage said Roman
was the first chief of astronomy in the
office of space science at NASA headquarters and was the first woman to
hold an executive position at the agency. She had direct oversight for the planning and development of astronomybased programs including the Cosmic
Background Explorer and the Hubble
Space Telescope. Roman retired from
NASA in 1979. Throughout her career,
she advocated for women and young
people to become involved in science.

Here are average star ratings given by
the federal government to Mission
Health and HCA Healthcare through its
Hospital Compare program. Five stars is
the highest rating and one star is the
lowest.
Mission Health average: 4.33 stars
Includes: Angel Medical Center, 4; Blue
Ridge Regional Hospital, 5; HighlandsCashiers Hospital, 3; Mission Hospital
McDowell, 5; Transylvania Regional
Hospital, 4.
United States average: 3.15 stars
HCA average: 2.73 stars

also be an incentive for HCA to maintain
or improve the quality of care.
That’s how Franklin banker Tim
Hubbs sees it too. Hubbs spent several
years as a health care consultant, a decade as an executive at a hospital in Tennessee and is a former CEO at Angel
Medical Center, the Franklin hospital
that is part of Mission Health.
He said earlier this month that HCA
is “like any other private business. The
only way you get repeat business is ...
provide good service.”
“I actually don’t think the quality of
care will be hurt here in Franklin,”
Hubbs said.
Many hospitals have had issues with
the federal government over reimbursement, he said.

Hospital ratings still controversial

What is, and isn’t, in sale contract

RECENT DEATHS
Frank Adonis, 83, an actor best
known for his roles in Martin Scorsese
films including “Goodfellas,” “Raging
Bull” and “Casino,” died Wednesday in
Las Vegas after several years of illness,
mostly from kidney problems. Adonis,
who was born in Brooklyn, also appeared in numerous other movies including “Wall Street,” “True Romance”
and “Ace Ventura: Pet Detective.” He
had some 40 credits to his name, and his
most recent role was in 2017 in “Proximity to Power.”
Sister Wendy Beckett, 88, an art historian and critic, died Wednesday, according to the Carmelite Monastery of
Quidenham in England. She was a sister
of the Catholic Church who became
prominent in the 1990s presenting BBC
shows about art history. Her work in-

